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Chapter VIII (Organisation)

The Delegation of tha United Stutes of America submits

the following proposals for the amendment of Chapter VIII.

Section A - Functions and Structure of the Organization

Article 61 Functions

Sub-paragraph c.

(c) To make studies and recommendations for, and promote

international agreement on measures designed to expand the volume

and improve the bases of international trade and generally to

accomplish any of the purposes of the Charter;(l) including

measures to facilitate commercial arbitration and the avoidance

of double taxation, and to u2sure just and equitable treatment
(2)for foreign nationals and enterprises. Land to assure Just

and equitable treatment for the entjerprises, skills, capital,

arts and tFechnolaoy brought from or.e country to another, including

agreement on the treatment of foreign nationals and enterprises,

on the treatment of commercial travellers, of commercial arbitra-

tion and on the avoidance of double taxation.7

Oub-Paragraph d.

It is suggested that the last clause of the paragraph be

amended to read:

... , and to perform any othor function necessary

and proper to carrying out the /appropriate to the

purposes and7 provisions Of this Charter."
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COMMENTS:

Generally, these amendments are largely consequent upon the

amendments already suggested by the U.S. Delegation in regard to

Chapter IV, (E/PC/T/Wq/123). They are also intended to make the

Article more general and inclusive.

(1) There does not seem to be any reason to confine the work of

the Organization in developing international conventions to

any scope less than the full field of the Charter.

(2) This broad provision is intended to cover many types of

questions such as the treatment of commercial travellers,

discrimination against forGign creditors in bankruptcy,

insolvency or rergnnization, ctc.

Saction B - The Conference

Article 64 Voting

The U.S. Delegation suggests that consideration of this

Article, together with the related ArticlEs 66, paragraph 5,

68 and 69, bu postponed until work on the substantive questions

of the Charter has been substantially completed. àt that timu,

it wilî be appropriate to consider the Roport of the

Administrative Sub-Committee of tha New York Committee on Voting

and Board Membership.

Article 66 Powcrs and Duties (of thc. Conference)

Paragraph 3.

"3. The Conference may, by the affirmative votes

of two-thirds of the Members of the Organi2ation, determine

criteria and set up requirements and rxoedures L, including
voDting procedurcs,7 for vzaiving, ir. exceptional circum-

stances, obligations of Members undertaken pursuant to this

Charter."
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COMMENT:

This change is designed to make it clear that voting

requirements as well as other procedures are covered.

Paragraph 4.

It is suggested that this paragraph be omitted.

COMMENT:

The U.S. Delegation has already suggested amendments to

Articles 30 and 52 under which the substance of this paragraph

is covered.

Paragraph 7.

"7. Tho Conference shall approve the budget of thu
Organization, and shall apportion thc; uxponditure of tho

Organization amonej the Me;mbers, provided that no Member shall

be required ta contribute mnore than one-third of the total

of such expenditure without its consentt"

Section E - Commissions

Article 72

The Confere;nco shall establish a Cominission on Conimerical

Policy, a Commission on Business Practices. r5nd_ a Commodity

Commission a Commissionon Economic Development and International

Investment, and may establish such other Commissions as may be

required. The Commissions shall be responsible to the Exacutive

Board.

COMMENT:

This amendment has already been proposed by the U.S.

Delegation in E/PC/T/W/123, page 8.

As indicated by tho footnote to Article 71 in the New York

Report, the acceptance of the change here suggested would make
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the last section of paragraph 1 of Article 71 redundant.

Article 73 Composition and Procedure (of Commissions)

Paragraph 1.

"1. Commissions shall be composed of not more than

seven persons chosen by the Executive Board and qualiMied

by training and experience te carry out the functions of

the Commussion in accordance with the purposes or the

Charter.'

COMENT:

Experience has shown that unless ceilings are provided on the

size of international commissions of this nature, there is a strong

likelihood that they will become too large to be workable and may

thus involve unnecessary expense. On thu othur hand, if the

Commissions are kcpt to moderate size, thu tcmderncy for Commission

members to reward themselves as representatives rathEr than

experts might be lessened.

Section F - The Secretariat

Article 79 The Director-Gt:ncnral

Paragraph 2.

It is sucggsted that tho last sentence bü amended B0

as to read:

"Hec shall prescrnt through th¢e E.xicutivçr Board an' annual

report tc the Confcrcnce on the work of thL OrCani-
zation and Shall Ln consultation with the Executivo

Boardj prepare the budget ofi the Organization for

submission ta the Conference."

COENT:

Unless the responsibility for budget preparation is clearly
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upon the Director-General, experience has shown that this matter

"may fall between two stools." The regulations to be approved by

the Conference under paragraph 1, which are more flexible in

their nature, can contain whatever provisions may be necessary

in this respect. It is pointed out that the Director-General is,

in any case, under the supervision of the Board.

Section G - Miscellaneous Provisions

Article 81 Relations with other Organizations

Paragraph 3.

It is suggested that the last clause be deleted so that the

paragraph will read:

"13. The Organization may make suitable arrangements

for consultation and cooperation with non-governmental

organizations concerned with matters within its competence

and may invite them to undertake specific tasks-j."

COMMENT:

The last clause seems to be redundant as it is cltiarly

covered by the first part of the paragraph.

Paragraph 4.

It is suggusted that the words "international organizationss"

used in this paragraph be changed to read "intergovernuental

organizationss).

COMMENT:

This change means that the ITO will be concerned with the

possible absorption only of public rather than private organizations.

This would appear to be a proper limitation.
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Article 85 Amendments to the Charter

1. Asny amendment to this Charter which does not involve a

change in the obligations assumed by Members (new obligations

on the part of Members shall become effective upon receiving

the approval of the Conference by the affirmative votes of two-

thirds of the Members.

2. Any amendment tu this Charter which involves a chanRe

in the obligations assumed by Members £Lfew obligations on the part

of Members, shall, after eeceiving the approval of the

Conference, become effective for each Member accepting the

amendment, upon acceptance on the part of two-thirds of the Members,

and thereafter for each remaining Member on acceptance by it.

The Conferenco may determine that any amendment under thiz paragraph

is of such a nature that any Member which has not accepted it

within a period specified by the Conference shall be required to

withdraw from the Organization; provided that the Conference may,

b the affirmative votes of two-thirds of the Membors of the

Organization, determine the conditions under which this requïremont

may be waived with respect to env such Member. LThe Conference

may determine that any Member which has not accepted an amendment

under this paragraph within a period specified by the Conference,

shall ceasa to be a Member of the Organization. In the absence

of such determination,J A Member not accepting an amendment. shall,

notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article 89,

be frae to withdraw from the Orgenization upon the expiration

of six months from the day on which written notice of such with-

drawal is received by the Director-General.

COMI NT:

(1) This change covers cases where amendments change

existing obligations as well as when they add new obligations.
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(2) This change will require that amendments which change

the obligations ofI Members must be approved by the Conference before

they are submitted to the Members. This is not covtrred under the

New York draft.

(3) This amendment does not change the substance o the

existing text to any important extent, except that it gives to

the Conference more flexibility in dealing with Members which. fail

to accept amendments. This power is very similar to that already

contained in paragraph 3 of Article 66.

Article 89 Withdrawal and Termination

It is suggested that a new paragraph between present

paragraphs 2 and 3 bc a ddcd as following

"3. Without prejudice to any ether provision of

this Chartor, and subject to such conditions as it may

deem appropriate, the Conference may require any Member

which has persistently violated. provisions of i.t3 Charter

to "withdraw from the Orpanization,."

x x x

The Unitod States Delegation intends, at the appropriate time,

to submit suggestions with regard to an appropriate arrangement

ot the Articles now contained in Chapter \VIII and certain other

material which might be treated in connection therewith.


